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Formerly a producer at mK2, charles gillibert recently
launched his own production company called cg cinema.
a proFessional oF the big screen, the producer oF “on the road”
and “something in the air” is KicKing oFF his solo career in style
with olivier assayas’s “clouds oF sils maria”, Featuring the trio
oF Juliette binoche, Kristen stewart and chloë moretz.
crowning his eFForts is the Film’s inclusion in the oFFicial
selection oF the cannes Film Festival. we met with him to talK
about his business, his career and, oF course, cinema.
where did the idea for olivier assayas’s next film, “sils maria”, come from?

Olivier called me three years ago, when I was still a producer at MK2, to tell me about a project
about three women from different generations in a mountain chalet. In Olivier’s films, nature is
often connected to the theme of passing time. He is also a great actors’ director. This particular
project was simple enough to leave a lot of creative freedom to the director, so I was excited to
hear about it. Juliette Binoche was already set to play the lead character. She and Olivier wanted
to continue their collaboration after they briefly worked together on “Summer Hours”. I ended
up leaving MK2 over a year ago, but I was still able to develop the film. It was a fairly complicated
project because we were going to film in English, with a rather sophisticated script and a
relatively large budget. So we had to make it a coproduction and put together four partners in
Germany, Italy, Switzerland and France, even though we had no opportunity to secure any
funding in France since the film was going to be in English, which is grounds for disqualification
for most French funding. However, we did receive several European grants and we worked with
our coproducers and our American partner Ezekiel to find funding in these countries. We also
spoke with Chanel, since the brand appears in the script. They were very receptive to the film.
Chanel supported us in many ways and they continue to help us by preparing our actresses for
screenings. Olivier and I both wanted Kristen Stewart in this film at any cost. I had met her on
the set of Walter Salles’s “On the Road” and was carried away by her instinctual yet deliberate
way of acting. So we sent her the script. A fair amount of time had passed, and we started
thinking she didn’t want to do it, so we contacted another actress who later declined the part to
do the next “Alice in Wonderland” film. In the end, it turned out that the script didn’t even reach
Kristen Stewart. So I contacted her directly to get things moving, and she thought it was
outstanding. So last summer we met with Chloë Moretz, Kristen and Juliette to shoot the film.
Our deadlines were pretty tight, but Olivier works fast. The film is absolutely stunning and its
selection for Cannes was a nice surprise.
selected for cannes, that’s exciting!
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Yes, we are very happy. And the film deserves it, I think. It’s not the first time for Olivier – his
films have even taken home a few awards (Best Actress for “Clean”) – but it’s great that a director
with this kind of international notoriety can come back after a few years and take part in the
biggest film festival. And, for me personally, as a viewer, I like to walk out of a movie feeling
differently than when I went in, to be transformed in some way. Grand themes like our
relationship to the world, to nature, to time, to the invisible, they seem to be missing to me. These
kinds of Bergmanian themes are increasingly rare in contemporary film. If we add to that the
strong performances by great actresses, it’s great that the film was selected for Cannes.

“GRAND
THEMES
LIKE OUR
RELATIONSHIP
TO THE WORLD,
TO NATURE, TO
TIME, TO THE
INVISIBLE, THEY
SEEM TO BE
MISSING TO ME.”

let’s talk about your career for a moment. you used to work with mK2, and you just recently started
your own production company. did you make a conscious choice to be independent?

I was at MK2 for a long time. Today the company seems to me like the best film school you could
ask for. When I first arrived at the company, production was at the center of a group of activities:
distribution, international sales, box office… I learned how to work with each film department at
a company you can think of as a mini major. From a production aspect, my interests started to
become more international, and I wanted to support more independent films by collaborating
with new partners for funding and sales. So I felt I needed to break out of the totally integrated
organization I was in to build these new networks and set out on the grand adventure of
independence. CG CINEMA produced three films this year and is currently developing several
others.
“sils maria” was your first project with your new production company?

Yes, the second is “Eden”, directed by Mia Hansen-Løve, a fascinating director whom I’ve always
wanted to work with. The film has been in development for three years now. I first saw the script
when I was still at MK2. It tells the story of the young generation of DJs and composers working
in the early 90s who turned French electronic music into a highly respected genre, what we now
call French Touch. They started a movement that is still traversing the planet. The main character
is a young DJ based on Mia’s brother, Sven Löve, who also co-wrote the script and was a central
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part of the movement that launched the “Cheers” and “Respect” parties. Shooting wrapped in
“IT’S
late February. We tried to have it ready for Cannes, but there were a few complications. We still
IMPORTANT have a lot of work to do. It’s important not to force films to be ready for festivals. Films have their
own pace.
NOT TO
FORCE FILMS though festivals can also provide a nice deadline when producing a film…
And I think it’s a good thing that everyone sets a finish line. Mia truly deserves to be at Cannes,
TO BE
as she already has been in years past, but we simply tried to move too fast for the film.
READY FOR how did you find the funding to produce this film?
FESTIVALS. On the finance side, there was already a certain amount of funding set up by the production
that sold me the script. In addition, we also received a grant from the Conseil Régional
FILMS HAVE decompany
l’Ile-de-France (the birthplace of French Touch) and support from various private investors
THEIR OWN who are big electronic music fans and/or film buffs, like Patrick André and the production
company Blue. We also had to lower our budget, while still keeping the same production scale
PACE.”
needed for a film that takes place over 20 years, includes a lot of night scenes and nearly 2,000

do this film in Chicago next year, but his next film after that could be set in Mexico or anywhere
else. Olivier is fascinated by American culture, but not so much by the Hollywood system that has
been courting him.
maybe he doesn’t want to do commissioned films…

What you call commissioned films are generally these kinds of package deals, where a producer
gives you a script that is already written, a list of actors already tied to the project and high
commercial expectations. When dealing with a director like Olivier, agents and producers know
they can bring along one or some of these things, but the rest will be redone by Olivier. I don’t
want to put words in his mouth, but for me the package deal is a little like a love story with no
beginning, without the love at first sight. It’s not very sexy.
are you currently looking for funding for the next assayas film?

We are looking for funding and we’re currently in the casting phase. Most of my time at Cannes
will be spent doing that: supporting “Sils Maria” and working hard on “Idol’s Eye” to get funding.
i imagine that any prize at cannes would help produce the next film…

extras. We did it with help from music labels, artists and clubs that felt personally connected to
the film since it tells their story. We also took the time to meet with the direction and technical
teams to talk about how the film would be shot. We decided to trust each other and to set fairly
strict deadlines for the shoot. We talked about the kind of cinema we wanted to be doing. That
helped us put together an exact budget, with no surprises, and everyone kept to it.

A Palme d’Or carries a certain amount of influence. But what really counts is just being there.
how do you set a budget for a film?

There are several ways to go about it. One way is to start by adding up all the essentials,
everything “above the line” (cost of the script, director, producer, etc.), then to estimate the cost of
everything in the script. You add all that up, then you make cuts to your filming budget and see
what you can do about the essentials. Every film has criteria (casting, director, theme) that help
give an idea of its market value, and the budget is calculated on the basis of this value.

and what role do banks play in the process?

You can’t ask for a loan to produce a film, but at the same time you need their confidence. My
professional career really took off when I decided to start my own company. Banks base their
decisions on a producer’s ability to raise funds, deliver a finished film and build ties in the
industry. All that has a significant impact that I didn’t fully understand when I started out. France
has a rather sophisticated banking system in place when it comes to support for films. Several
European countries move their financing contracts to France using establishments like
Cofiloisirs or Coficiné, which are banking entities that handle financing contracts and in some
cases cover what we call the “gap”. Since most of the financing we get to do a film only pays on
the day the film is delivered, financial institutions liked these step in to provide some liquidity in
the meantime. France is hands down the best country in the world to produce a film: there is a
high concentration of theaters, a diverse offering of films, the biggest film festival in the world,
fairly open-minded audiences, active institutions and quota systems that lend a lot of support to
production. There are some complications, but when you travel a bit you find that it’s difficult to
complain too much about our working conditions in the film industry in France.

tell me a bit more about your plan for cannes. do you already have a schedule of meetings?

To tell you the truth, I’m a little behind. For the time being I’m trying to figure out a screening
date for “Sils Maria” to manage who is going to be there and who isn’t, to see how to handle the
distribution, the press and all the strategy around it. I’m also working hard to make as much
progress as possible on “Idol’s Eye”, so I have the tools I need to concentrate on getting funding
during the festival. I’m also working on Mia Hansen- Løve’s next film, “L’Avenir”, with Isabelle
Huppert, as well as a few other projects so we can present them during the festival.

are you usually present on set?

Honestly it’s not my favorite place to be! Personally I prefer everything that happens before and
after: the financial and artistic decisions made before a shoot, then editing and post-production
afterwards. I feel a bit useless on set. It’s a moment of artistic creation that belongs to the
director, the actors, the technicians… But I do try to be there whenever there are problems, when
the team is tired or when they are shooting difficult or important scenes.
do you give feedback during filming?

Not usually. I place my full trust in the director. If something’s bothering me, it’s usually a bad
sign. But discussions generally only take place before shooting. For some films I might look at the
dailies and have a few things to say at the end of the day. In the editing room, on the other hand,
I take a much more active role, though the director always has the final cut. Trust is my
watchword.
do you have anything lined up after eden?

We just finished shooting a film in Mexico. It’s called “Disierto”, it’s directed by Jonás Cuarón,
stars Gaël Garcia Bernal, and we’re coproducing it with Alfonso Cuarón. We also have a few other
projects in development.
is it important for you to get involved on international projects?

is olivier assayas starting a career in hollywood?

In Hollywood, I don’t know. But in America, yes. Though I’m not sure it changes much for him to
prepare and shoot “Idol’s Eye” in Chicago or to do “Carlos” in Syria. He is such a great director
that his language is universal: it adapts to the setting where the story takes place. We’re going to
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For me, that’s the most interesting thing about film. Film travels easily: it has universal qualities.
Personally I feel smothered if I just think about France and French issues. I feel a need to keep
moving, to be connected to the rest of the world and to directors who get what’s going on in
different places. Olivier Assayas’s next film is set to take place in the United States. The relative
comfort of the French production system shouldn’t cage us in. I see it more as a point of
departure to set out on an adventure.

“(...) A
PACKAGE
DEAL IS A
LITTLE LIKE
A LOVE STORY
WITH NO
BEGINNING,
WITHOUT THE
LOVE AT FIRST
SIGHT.”

